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The solution for your 
clear and colored 
mix asphalts

Kromatis®



Are you looking for aesthetic solutions 
for your proposed roadways and public 
spaces ? 
Are you looking for solutions to fight 
the phenomeon of heat islands ?

Are you seeking to increase user 
comfort and safety for everyone ?

The Kromatis® range of clear binders reconciles comfort, 
safety, aesthetics and durability.

Mechanical performances on a par with that of black mix 
asphalts.
Kromatis® is a polymer-modified clear synthetic binder. The 
resulting asphalt mix is suitable for use with all types of traffic.

Make life simpler!
The asphalt mix is laid under the same conditions as a black mix 
asphalt Applying it is therefore very simple and traffic can be 
resumed on the roadway faster than when laying concrete.

BRING SOME COLOR
INTO YOUR ENVIRONMENT !

Kromatis®



Applications Products
colored mix asphalt Kromatis® 20/30, 35/50, 50/70, 70/100,160/220
Binder for Tack coats Kromatis® 70/10 EM
Binder for Tack coats Emulsis Kromatis® ECR 65
Surface dressing Emulsis Kromatis® ECR 70
Clod micro asphalt Emulsis Kromatis® ECL 60

The Kromatis® range
We can provide the right product for every application.

Packaging
Our Customer Service department is on hand to help you find the 
most suitable logistics solution based on your installation.

Bulk Bags « Easy-Kromatis » Drums
Delivery in re-heatable 

tanks up to 23 T.
500g bags for direct Incorporation  into the 

batch plant. Delivery in 1-tonne pallets
180-liter drums

THE SOLUTION 
FOR YOUR CLEAR AND 
COLORED MIX ASPHALTS

The Kromatis® range can be used to give emphasis to special areas. It preserves 
the authenticity of historic town centres (town hall squares, pedestrian roads, 
garden paths and parks) and of courtyards and individual paths.

Adding pigments creates specific colors so as to improve signage in shared 
areas, maximising safety for road users.

Clear mix asphalts provide higher levels of brightness in tunnels and help save 
energy by reducing public lighting requirements.

Kromatis® helps to reduce perceived temperatures in urban areas during 
periods of very high temperatures
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      TotalEnergiesConstructionSolutions

TotalEnergies Marketing Services
Bitumen Division
24 cours Michelet, 92800 Puteaux France

Capital social 324 158 696 €
542 034 921 RCS Nanterre

www.bitumen.totalenergies.com 
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